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Hanging Out With Halo Jones: ‘the first feminist comics heroine’? 

INTRODUCTION 

Its fair to say that there has been something of a renewal of feminist politics over the last 5 to 10 

years: if you just think of what’s been happening in London there’s been the Miss-Ogynist campaign 

against the Miss University of London beauty pageant, there’s the London Feminist Network (subject 

of the BBC4 Women: Activists documentary who organise Reclaim the Night marches and the 

London Feminist Conference), Feminist Fightback (who campaign over sex-workers rights), the 

London Anarcha-Feminist Kolektiv, the London Pro-feminist Men’s Group… the list goes on. 

Alongside this activism there’s been a wave of new books from both the academic and 

activist worlds, many critiquing mainstream feminism, post-feminism or consumerist feminism, and 

reclaiming feminism as a social movement, such as Catherine Redfern and Kristen Aune’s Reclaiming 

the F-word, Kat Bunyard’s The Equality Illusion, Hester Eisenstein’s Feminism Seduced, Natasha 

Walter’s Living Dolls, Nina Power’s One Dimensional Woman etc.  



This has happened at a time when many of the gains of second-wave feminism or the 

women’s liberation movement, have been under attack, e.g. attempts to lower the time limit on 

abortions, cuts in funding for rape crisis centres, the freezing of child benefits, and so many of the 

campaigns are depressingly quite similar. There are still unresolved issues of equal pay, legal and 

workplace rights, political representation and social welfare. However it is a mistake to talk as if 

there has been no feminist struggle between the 1970s and today, so contemporary feminism also 

continues to focus on some of the issues over which the second-wave fractured such as violence 

against women and rape (e.g. the Million Women Rise march) and the intersection of gender 

oppression with racism, homophobia, transphobia, ableism etc. A great deal of contemporary 

campaigning concentrates more on the key third-wave debates over sex-work, trafficking and the 

sex-industry, as well as the cultural representation of women, particularly sexual objectification or 

the ‘pornification of society’ (such as the Bin the Bunny campaign). Globalisation has provided a 

wider transnational focus to much feminist struggle, particularly over issues of rape as a weapon of 

war, sex slavery, honour killing and genital mutilation. At the same time the rhetoric of feminism has 

been both appropriated in the name of imperialist wars in Iraq and Afghanistan (bombing women 

out of the burqa) and commodified as raunch culture and self-liberation through consumption. 

Therefore alongside the reinvigoration of feminist politics there has also been a widespread 

re-evaluation of the legacy of second-wave feminism, with books, documentaries, exhibitions (e.g. 

MsUnderstood at Women’s Library), attempting to think through the successes and failures of 

women’s liberation and its relationship to current struggles, as well as revisiting many key 

theoretical debates and political divergences. 

 

At the same time there has been a renewed interest in the role of women in comics, as 

readers, scholars and creators. There has been a resurgence of academic interest in the 

representation and participation of women in comics, such as last year’s Women in Comics 



Conference at Cambridge, which is to be followed by a second in Leeds this year. Much of this 

research is building on the pioneering scholarship of women cartoonists, such as Trina Robbins who 

was central to women’s underground comix movement in the US in the 1970s and has written 

several books about the history of female comics characters and women creators. But it also has to 

deal with the important legacy of feminist criticism of comics, particularly that which came out of 

cultural studies, notably Angela McRobbie’s critique of girls romance comics like Jackie. 

 

So its this broad context that I’ve found ‘The Ballad of Halo Jones’ to be one of the most 

interesting and relevant of Alan Moore’s more academically disregarded works. The strip was 

published in the SF weekly 2000AD from July 1984 (Prog 376) to April 1986 (Prog 466).  For those of 

you who haven’t read it, it tells the story of the young everywoman character Halo Jones living in the 

50th century future, as she tries to escape a series of constricting and repressive situations, 

symbolised visually by repeated circles and webs. She is described within the comic by an academic 

from even further in the future who is researching her life as such: ‘She was just somebody who felt 

cramped by the confines of her life. She was just somebody who had to get out’. So Halo has this 

compulsion to ‘go out’, but keeps finding herself in larger prisons – in the first book of the series she 

tries to escape The Hoop, a huge floating estate for the unemployed and alien immigrants; in the 

second book she is trapped working as a hostess on a luxury space ship called the Clara Pandy which 

is secretly carrying a Rat King; and in the third book she gets trapped in the brutal world of the army, 

caught up in a interstellar imperialist war. 



J onathan Wils on, ‘S trips , are you serious ? Aarrgh!’, T he O bserver (13th J anuary 
1991) p. 48

 

In 1991, at the time of the strips complete collected republication by Titan Books, Halo was 

described in the Observer as ‘possibly the first feminist heroine in comics’.  She was also listed in Lisa 

Tuttle’s Encyclopaedia of Feminism. While the extent to which she was the first feminist comics 

character is very debatable, ‘The Ballad of Halo Jones’ was a self-conscious critical engagement with 

the way women had historically been represented in comics. Crucially, it also refracted many of the 

intense debates in the women’s liberation movement in the late 1970s and early 1980s that led to 

its fragmentation and transition. 



 

The ability to do this was very contingent on the context in which Halo was published. For 

any of you unfamiliar with 2000AD, it first came out in 1976 and was markedly different from 

traditional British adventure comics.  It had a broad readership (many children wrote in to complain 

that their copies were being borrowed by older siblings, parents and even grandparents) and by the 

1980s was the only title maintaining steady sales during a period of general decline in the British 

comics industry. It attracted many up-and-coming young freelancers by offering a greater degree of 

creative freedom and openly acknowledging its contributors on credit cards. It cultivated a more 

adult sensibility than earlier comics by dealing with contemporary political issues, including 

numerous pop culture references, and balancing moral ambiguity with irreverent black humour. It 

was this unorthodox attitude at 2000AD that convinced Alan Moore, who had previously only 

published in the underground press, fanzines and music papers, that there was a space for politically 

radical and artistically unconventional material in mainstream comics. He became a frequent 

contributor in the early 1980s, writing numerous one-off strips as well as the series Skizz, and D.R. & 

Quinch.  



By the time his third series, The Ballad of Halo Jones, was touted Moore was emerging as a 

well-known and sought-after talent in both British and American comics. This meant he was given an 

even greater degree of creative freedom in originating and developing the strip, having six months 

to develop the series in close collaboration with artist Ian Gibson.  It was originally intended to 

consist of nine books, each covering a new decade of Halo’s life (although only three were ever 

completed), and the creators had the entire series plotted out in advance, as well as numerous 

character and location designs. Most importantly they had time to conceive a coherent 50th century 

environment for the narrative, with a fully developed inter-galactic political framework and socio-

cultural context (down to a vegan diet), as well as complex slang, alien languages and alphabets.  

 

The series was very different even from the other strips in 2000AD itself. The plot of the first 

book was remarkably low key - revolving around the ordinary lives of Halo and her housemates 

Rodice, Ludy and Brinna, and their robotic dog Toby. A large part of the first book dealt with Rodice 

and Halo’s attempt to go shopping, which takes more than a day as they have to evade hoop riots, 

fight off violent fashionistas, and navigate a baffling and unreliable public transport system. It was 

therefore a far less action-oriented exploration of everyday situations and non-exceptional 

characters than other series, revealing the danger, boredom and hopelessness of life on the Hoop. 

Gibson contributed to this atmosphere with his careful location design, in which the repeated 

claustrophobic arches and shape of the Hoop served as a visual metaphor for the cyclical life of its 

inhabitants.  The creators also defied comics’ conventions by refusing to explain the unfamiliar 

terminology, and estranged futuristic social context, with common comics devices, such as thought 

balloons, glossaries and caption boxes. This meant that the reader gets thrown into the story and 

has to piece together the elaborate contextual totality through really attentive and inferential 

reading. 

 



 However, the most significant and ground-breaking aspect of the strip was its adult female 

protagonist herself. There are major problems in calling Halo Jones ‘the first feminist heroine in 

comics’ which have to be acknowledged from the start. 1) As said there are much more obvious 

contenders for that title, most famously Wonder Woman (put on first cover of Ms. magazine 1972) 

Even if you get rid of the claim to primacy, there are still issues, such as the unavoidable fact that all 

the creators involved in the production of Halo Jones were men, reflecting the disproportionate 

absence of female creators in the comics industry at the time - often restricted to low paid and 

anonymous work as letterers (or in America colourers or colour-separators). 3) There are also 

several questions regarding the way Halo is depicted visually in the comic (which I will go into later) 

but its fair to say that much of the work on the character Ian Gibson has produced since are 

somewhat problematic. 4) Finally, although ‘The Ballad of Halo Jones’ can be said to contest many of 

the dominant sexist representations of women in mainstream comics, it was still operating within 

and in dialogue with certain commercially-driven and standardised conventions that were difficult to 

escape completely, as evident by the struggles the creators had with editors. 

 

 

 

All that said, it is important to also acknowledge the extent to which the strip was a 

intentional challenge to those paradigms and deliberately intervened in debates about the historical 

role of women in comics that were occurring in comics fandom and early comics scholarship. Both 

Moore and Gibson cite the sexist representation of women in comics as the primary impetus for the 

strip. In the introduction to the Titan collection of Book 1, Moore discussed how they explicitly set 

up the character of Halo as a distinct counterpoint to the two dominant modes of portraying women 

prevalent in mainstream Anglophone comics by the early 1980s- He asserts: ‘I didn’t want to write 

about a pretty scatterbrain who fainted a lot and had trouble keeping her clothes on. I similarly 

didn’t want to unleash yet another Tough Bitch With A Disintegrator And An Extra “Y” Chromosome 



upon the world’. However, the creators decided to question not only the way in which individual 

female characters were portrayed, but the overwhelming absence of women in comics altogether, 

by creating a strip in which the ‘central characters would all be female’ and in which men ‘would 

largely be relegated to the sort of walk-ons that women usually get in male-oriented strips’. (So 

more than 70% of the inhabitants of The Hoop are female, as are the majority of the soldiers in the 

war). This was a direct response to the frustrations of female readers. Moore states he was 

particularly aware at the time that girls’ comics were disappearing at an alarming rate, and 2000AD 

was becoming the only British comic with a significant female readership (By 1984, Jinty, Misty, June, 

Penny, and Tammy had all been merged into Girl). Yet many of this element of 2000AD’s readership 

felt excluded, particularly with regard to the way female characters were represented. For example, 

one reader Tracy Watson wrote in the letters page ‘I think your comic isn’t for girls. All the women in 

your stories get killed off’.  

Alan Moore, ‘Invis ible G irls  and P hantom L adies ’, T he Daredevils  #4 - #6 (April -
J une 1983)

 

 Moore himself had intervened in the discussion about the ‘woman question’ within comics 

fandom early on, with a three-part article called ‘Invisible Girls and Phantom Ladies’ published in 

Marvel UK’s The Daredevils in 1983. It comprised a detailed overview of the portrayal of women in 



both American and British comics, as well as sections on bondage imagery, hentai manga, women 

creators (particularly from the 70s underground) and the role of women in the comics industry. It 

was written in an engaging, lighthearted fashion rather than as a serious piece of comics scholarship, 

but each section did end with a sincere and open request for letter responses, and an ongoing 

dialogue over the issues raised with readers and fans: for example the final instalment ended ‘You 

after all are the reader… I reckon you’ve got some say in what sort of attitudes the comic industry is 

shoving down your throats’. 

 

Given that invisibility is a very feminised superpower, going back to Invisible Scarlet O’Neill, 

the history of the representation of women in comics can be discussed as a contradiction between 

invisibility and different kinds of visibility. If you take content analysis for an overview, globally, from 

the earliest newspaper strips to 1980s comic books–women are primarily notable by their absence – 

they are actually invisible. When they are represented they are mainly given incidental and 

accessory roles and appear in stereotypical domestic capacities. Obviously their depiction has 

changed over time, closely related to the general social position of women, the presence of women 

creators and the female audience for comics. For example, in early American newspaper strips 

women were recognised as a significant audience, there were there were several very significant 

women strip cartoonists such as Ethel Hays and Nell Brinkley, and in the 1920s and 1930s you got 

strips aimed at a new post-war female workforce, such as Tillie the Toiler and Winnie Winkle 

(although the stories still mainly revolved around feminised issues of romance and fashion).  



 

 

In his account, Moore focuses predominantly on representations of women in superhero 

comics, showing the influence of Silver Age US imports and reprints on his generation of creators 

and British comics fandom. Lois Lane, the first important female character in superhero comics, 

continued the contradictory representation of women prevalent in these newspaper strips, by being 

both the star reporter for a national newspaper and simultaneously (as Moore puts it) ‘a shallow, 

brainless Superhero-Groupie’ who consistently had to be rescued by Superman.  



 

In the 1940s female superheroes and crime fighters emerged in their own right, building on 

pulp heroines and powerful female characters in other comics genres such as Sheena, Queen of the 

Jungle. However, despite their impressive strength and athleticism, characters such as The Black Cat 

and The Phantom Lady frequently found themselves tied up with already scant costumes 

strategically torn. These were known as ‘headlight comics’, servicing the growing GI comics 

readership. The increased visibility of women in comics was thus closely tied to the sexual 

objectification and display of the female body. This phenomenon is now known as Good Girl Art, 

used in price guides to denote issues that contain such material, which have an inflated value.   



 

However the 1940s also witnessed the debut of Wonder Woman who was an even more 

contradictory and proto-feminist character, created by the eccentric William Moulton Marston 

(inventor of the lie-detector test and practicer of polyamory).  She was conceived as 'psychological 

propaganda for the new type of woman who he believed should... rule the world' by controlling 

male aggression through sexually enslaving men into submission to loving authority. Wonder 

Woman fought for the US in WW2 not just because it represented the principles of justice and 

democracy, but also ‘the last bastion of...equal rights for women’ which fascism threatened. 



However, following the anti-comics crusade of the 1950s that resulted in the adoption of self-

censorship via the Comics Code, Wonder Woman, accused of promoting lesbianism, changed quite 

dramatically to focus far more on her relationship with Steve Trevor, adopting the conventions of 

newly popular romance comics.  

 

At this time many of the solitary male superheroes acquired diminutive female companions 

such as Supergirl and Batgirl as part of larger families (also attempt to deflect accusations of 

homosexuality). As Moore describes these were ‘pale and limp carbon copies of their male 

counterparts’: Batgirl fought crime with the aid of her ‘Bat-compact’ (the feminine equivalent to 

Batman’s utility belt) and Supergirl spent most of her time frolicking with Comet the Superhorse.  In 

Britain in the post-war period, comics became segregated, and the rejuvenation of the old boys story 

paper tradition with comics like Eagle, was coupled with the emergence of ‘jolly hockey sticks’ girls’ 

titles such as School Friend and Girl, revolving predominantly around public school antics and ballet. 



Later these were joined by romance comics like Jackie, which were more a development of women’s 

lifestyle magazines for a younger demographic. 

 

In the 1960s, more independent female characters emerged, such as ‘Modesty Blaise’ in the 

U.K., and characters like Invisible Girl, Spider-Woman and Ms. Marvel in the liberal soap-opera 

superhero comics produced by Marvel. These comics claimed to treat women equally, - Stan Lee 

stating in classic hyperbole ‘Let chauvinism be eschewed! Marvel never thought of females as 

second-class citizens’ and even claiming to have pre-empted ‘women’s lib’ with his more powerful 

female characters. However, as Moore states the feminism of Marvel’s ‘liberated woman’ was pretty 

meaningless, reduced to ‘some formerly totally spineless example of womanhood like the Invisible 

Girl ranting about male chauvinist pigs or not wanting to do the washing-up anymore.’ More 

importantly, despite any changes in narrative roles or token feminist phraseology, female characters 

remained largely unchanged in their visual representation. 

L eft S tan L ee and J ohn B us cema, 
How to Draw C omics  the Marvel 
Way (L ondon, T itan B ooks , 1986) 
p. 100

B elow the many faces  of 
R odice

 

Visually female characters in mainstream Anglophone comics tended to reflect dominant 

Western definitions of female beauty and sexuality, and the female body in comics was 



overwhelmingly presented in passive poses, and often in contorted positions to best service an 

implicitly male heterosexual reader’s gaze. Moore joked in his article that ‘if a comic book women 

were to change a fuse she would do so with her head thrown back, lips slightly parted and with one 

arm extended in a graceful delicate curve’. Marvel style guides reveal how they stuck to such 

standardised, gendered visual conventions. In How To Draw Comics the Marvel Way, first published 

in 1977, the aspiring Marvel artist is instructed how to represent women superheroes: ‘obviously, 

we do not emphasize the muscles on a female. Though we assume she is not a weakling, a woman is 

drawn to look smooth and soft as opposed to the muscular, angular rendition of a man’. 

Consistently, women characters in mainstream comics appeared far less frequently from close-up 

angles than men, and remained facially near-identical. Stereotypically, they were white, had big 

eyes, button noses, small chins and hour-glass figures. Marvel’s house style also dictated: ‘keep your 

female faces simple. Use no extra expression lines on the forehead, or around the mouth or nose’. 

Apparently the received wisdom in British comics was, similarly, never to heavily shade or depict the 

philtrum on a female face, ‘as it made them look masculine’. Combined these factors resulted in a 

repressive standardisation of female characters, typically reserving the visual means for asserting 

individuality, physical power, dramatic emphasis, narrative centrality and emotional agency for male 

figures. 

 



 

The 1970s and 1980 saw the emergence of stronger, more autonomous female characters 

with more complex back-stories, such as She-Hulk, new members of Marvel’s X-men, and Frank 

Miller’s Elektra. However, the extent to which such heroines signified a departure from conventional 

sexist representations is much debated. Maurice Horn, in the first lengthy review of Women in the 

Comics, asserted that the existence of ‘fighting, cursing she-wolves not likely to knuckle under any 

man’, such as muscular, scale-mail bikini-sporting Red Sonja, marked the realisation of gender 

equality in comics. Women scholars such as Sherrie Innes have also cited the emergence of 

‘aggressive and physically potent’ post-feminist superheroes and women warriors as part of a wider 

deconstruction of traditional gender stereotypes, that was also seen in contemporary film, with 

characters such as Ripley in Alien and Sarah Connor in The Terminator. However, although the new 

tough women in comics were more powerful and aggressive, and on equal terms with their male 



counterparts with regard to storylines, their visual representation was still heavily circumscribed. As 

Aaron Taylor points out in an article ‘Investigating the Engendered Superhero Body’, where the 

hyper-muscular superhero body was still oddly asexual (‘the superpenis being strictly taboo’), female 

superhero bodies in the 80s were once again becoming highly eroticised. It was not musculature that 

was the standard by which superheroines were measured, but ‘voluptuousness’, because the 

muscled female body threatened to efface the visual difference between male and female 

superheroes altogether. However, Taylor goes on to argue that the very excess and over-

determination of these hyper-gendered super-anatomies reaches self-parody, and ultimately 

exposes the ‘artificiality of enforced male/female differentiations’ as socially-constructed 

performance rather than biologically determined distinctions. Lillian Robinson in her book Wonder 

Women Feminism and Superheroes, makes a similar claim for the She-Hulk as representing a space 

between feminism and post-feminism, by being the epitome of both superhero strength and super-

sexiness in her revealing costume and assertive sexuality. However, this kind of ‘post-feminist’ 

representation eventually led to the emergence of Bad Girl Art in the 1990s, distinguished from its 

predecessor primarily by the fact that such characters were anti-heroines. 

 

 



 

             So that’s briefly how you got to Moore’s polarisation of female characters as either the 

traditional damsel in distress or the hyper-sexualised ultra-violent superheroine. Robinson claims 

that American mainstream comics moved in the late seventies and early eighties from pre-feminism 

to post-feminism ‘without a stop at feminism’, sexual equality being merely assumed retroactively in 

the ‘retconning’ that dominated that period. However the feminist movement did have a direct 

impact on an aspect of comics that Robinson ignores but which was a key influence on Moore – 

namely underground comix. In the early seventies, feminist cartoonists such as Trina Robbins, Willy 

Mendes, Lee Marrs, Lyn Chevely and Joyce Farmer began publishing all-female underground 

anthologies, such as Wimmen’s Comix and Tits & Clits. Importantly, these were women who wrote, 

drew and published their own work, thus also challenging the traditionally subordinate creative roles 

of women in the comics industry. These feminist titles emerged as an explicit reaction to the 



depiction of women in underground comix by male figures like Robert Crumb, S. Clay Wilson and 

Vaughn Bodé. They became a space in which sexist images were satirised, alternative self-

representations were developed, and key feminist issues such as abortion, domestic violence, 

female masturbation, contraception and rape were discussed. They inverted the usual male-to-

female ratio, with female characters making up 75-100% of the total, and predominantly dealt with 

the everyday problems, aspirations and experiences of ordinary women rather than fantastic 

characters.  

 

 

It was the work of these underground women cartoonists that was the strongest influence 

on the conceptualisation of Halo (and Moore dedicated most of the final part of his Invisible Girls 

article to the work of women creators like Melinda Gebbie and Aline Kominsky). Moore and Gibson 

wanted to ‘take a totally unexceptional character...and just show the sort of triumphs that ordinary 

people have...which actually stressed the importance and heroism and goodness of ordinary 

people’. It was Halo’s ordinariness that immediately set her apart from existing women characters 

who were predominantly female versions of longstanding male heroes: superheroes is the U.S. 

mainstream, or adventure/authority figures in the U.K., like 2000AD’s own Judge Anderson and 

Judge Hershey. The fact that the strip dealt with the everyday experiences of a woman who ‘wasn’t 

anyone special...wasn’t that brave, or that clever or that strong’, immediately reveals its debt to the 

women’s movement. Key to the second-wave feminist assertion that the ‘personal is political’, was 

the practice of consciousness-raising pioneered by radical feminists in New York, and adopted by the 

women’s movement in the U.K. that upsurged in the early 1970s. Consciousness-raising groups 

allowed participants to discuss their everyday experience of oppression as a means to critically 

reconstitute the totality of women’s lived social experience, gain confidence, promote collective 

solidarity or ‘sisterhood’, and plan action. Drawing from libertarian New Left workshops and 



grassroots community organising, and influenced by the Situationists and the Italian autonomist 

movement, this practice was distinct from dominant forms of left-wing political organisation, which 

many women felt sidelined their interests or invalidated their experience. Crucially, it was 

determinedly participatory and non-hierarchical, reflecting a broader feminist criticism of leadership 

and vanguardism. This idea of the importance of subjective experience was reflected in the 

autobiographical tone of feminist comix, and intimated in ‘The Ballad of Halo Jones’ through the 

predominance of first person narration, but particularly the use of Halo’s diaries and letters, which 

were a common feature of feminist comix. Moore and Gibson also directly implicated the reader in 

the experiences of the diverse female characters, by defying the standard representation of women 

in visual narratives exemplified by the Marvel style guide. They mobilised the strategies of emotional 

empathy usually reserved for male characters by frequently showing the women in intense close-up, 

with a range of expressive emotions portrayed through heavy hatching on faces (which include 

philtrums). Importantly, Halo was also seen to age as the series progressed, reflecting the dedication 

to creating realistic female subjects rather than inert symbols. This commitment was helped by the 

fact that the majority of characters were female, and therefore Halo didn’t become a lone symbol 

for her entire sex but retained individual particularity. 

 

However, Halo’s very particularity as a realistic ordinary woman immediately reflects some 

of the debates that polarised the women’s liberation movement. She is not a cipher for a universal 

female subject but a specifically working class woman. By the late 1970s, the generalising notion of 

sisterhood had been criticised for its denial of the differences within women’s oppression as it 

intersected with class, race and sexuality. Liberal equal rights feminism had been impugned for its 

emphasis on legal equality, which neglected issues of poverty, lack of welfare provision, domestic 

and sexual violence, and reproductive rights. The arrival of the first woman Prime Minister, whose 

social policies actually adversely affected women through unemployment, loss of maternity 

provision and cuts in child-care, and who espoused a reactionary ideology of the family, ‘hearth and 



home’, threw these differences between elements of the women’s movement into sharp relief. 

Socialist and radical feminists cautioned against notions of equality that merely saw some women 

elevated to positions of power, while the deeper systematic and institutionalised oppression of 

capitalism and patriarchy remained unchallenged. This adds to the critical divergence of the 

character of Halo from ultra-violent, authoritarian superheroines that ultimately reproduce the 

hierarchies of power that the women’s movement sought to transcend, both internally in its own 

organisational forms and externally through political action. The female world of the Hoop is 

importantly not an inverted matriarchal utopia, as found in proto-feminist narratives including 

Wonder Woman, but a depiction of the day-to-day experience of unemployed women, refracted 

through a futuristic prism. In the Thatcherist period women suffered disproportionately from 

unemployment as well as casualisation and the privatisation of public services. Second-wave 

feminism in the U.K. had been closer to the labour movement than in other countries, with female 

membership of trade unions growing in this period. This resulted in campaigns around sexual 

harassment, the TUC’s National Abortion Campaign, and numerous strikes by women workers. 

However, the relationship between feminists and the labour movement was fractious, as many 

equal pay campaigns were met with hostility, and political demands that went beyond the 

workplace dismissed as ‘sectional’ or ‘middle-class’ by chauvinistic elements of trade unions and the 

organised Left.  Yet by focusing on a female character who experiences both unemployment, and a 

string of low-paid and casualised jobs throughout the series (hostess, waitress, lumberjack, 

smuggler, baby-farmer and ultimately soldier), ‘The Ballad of Halo Jones’ resonated with attempts by 

socialist feminists to interrogate the interactions of class and gender oppression, and the 

feminisation of poverty. 



 

As a meta-textual critique of existing representations of women in comics, the visual and 

narrative portrayal of the female characters in the strip also refracted the intense ‘images of women’ 

debate within feminism that lead to splits over issues of female sexuality, pornography and links to 

sexual violence. In their extensive delineation of the total environment of the Hoop, Moore and 

Gibson surmised that in such a confined and fraught environment, sexual tensions would run high 

and therefore women would not only carry weapons, but would not expose bare skin. The portrayal 

of the main characters wearing distinctively layered clothing, and taking responsibility for their own 

protection, was not only appropriate to the story context, but highlighted the creator’s aims to 

produce realistic female characters rather than hyper-sexualised pin-ups, that in their most extreme 

bondage iconography intimated rape fantasies. Indeed, in response to this kind of imagery, Moore 

had himself asserted in the ‘Invisible Girls’ feature: ‘if I were a female comic character, I think I’d be 

inclined to dress warm, wear three pullovers at once and never go anywhere without a pair of 

scissors’. In the early 1980s, radical feminists were increasingly asserting a link between 

pornography, particularly the BDSM fetish genre, and male violence. By 1978, differences between 

radical feminists and socialist feminists in the U.K. had come to a head, with the Women’s Liberation 



Conference of that year dividing acrimoniously over the issue of male violence, which the former 

argued was inherent to the social construction of masculinity, therefore necessitating a totally 

separatist feminist movement. In 1981, influenced by figures such as Andrea Dworkin and her book 

Pornography: Men Possessing Women, and following the Ripper murders, feminists in Leeds set up a 

Women Against Violence Against Women chapter and attacked sex-shops. Moore’s critique of Good 

Girl Art, and concern with how representation of women in comics shaped adolescent male 

conceptions of gender, points to an engagement with such concerns in his conceptualisation of the 

female characters in ‘The Ballad of Halo Jones’. 

 

However, it is clear that Moore and Gibson’s strip itself does not entirely escape 

standardised sexist depictions of female characters that objectify the female body for erotic display 

and promote certain ideological constructions of femininity. Halo’s visual representation changes in 

the second book which details her life as a hostess on the space-liner Clara Pandy, having left the 

Hoop at the end of Book One. Shown in much more revealing costumes it is difficult to ascertain 

whether the changes were merely part of the different story context and a comment on the 

sexualisation of women in that industry, or one of the compromises Moore and Gibson had to make, 



at the insistence of the editorial team, in order to get the go-ahead for the second book. Demanding 

that they render the strip more action-oriented, it is conceivable that the editors also insisted on a 

more conventional depiction of female characters. Whatever the case, it is certainly true that the 

second book reverted to more conventional sexist representation, often featuring Halo in various 

states of undress and more coy and submissive poses (although Gibson has a general tendency to 

portray women with one dropped hip, or from behind using the butt shot). His tendency to give 

many of his female characters near-identical facial features, with prominent cheek bones and pouty 

lips, was also more evident in the second book, which he acknowledges he drew ‘particularly 

badly…in revolt against the editors’. 

 

This contrast between the two books is directly addressed in the narrative when Halo 

communicates her discomfort with her new uniform to her roommate Toy. Toy herself importantly 

undermined conventional representation of gender hierarchy by virtue of her height, towering over 

male characters, as well as being powerful, self-assured and sexually assertive. She encourages Halo 

to wear more provocative dress and confidently pursue the character Mix, who she is attracted to. 

Importantly, Halo is depicted as a sexually active subject, and different aspects of female sexuality, 



such as Toy’s bisexuality, are addressed in a muted and unsensationalised fashion. This reflected the 

attitude of ‘sex-positive’ feminists for whom the open discussion and discovery of female erotic 

desire could be a liberatory practice; a key aspect of the feminist papers such as Spare Rib, and the 

idea of ‘cunt-power’ articulated by Germaine Greer, extending to the practice of self-examination. 

Sex-positive feminists criticised anti-pornography campaigns for amounting to censorship, which 

threatened sexual freedoms and freedom of speech, and could ultimately be used by the state 

against women and sexual minorities. Moore himself would later attempt to develop a kind of 

pornography that both took feminist critiques into account with Lost Girls, co-created with Melinda 

Gebbie. However, the tension between these conflicting poles of contemporary feminism was 

clearly present in the 2000AD series.  

 

Engaging with both of these often antagonistic aspects of the feminist movement, ‘The 

Ballad of Halo Jones’ exemplifies, in a schizophrenic way, the problems of representing women as 

active sexual protagonists while critiquing their prevalent depiction as objects for the heterosexual 

male gaze, defined purely by their sexual attributes. To some extent the strip’s straddling of both 

sides of this debate ultimately negates the power of either position, and the representation of Halo, 

particularly in the second book, ends up reverting to the more familiar portrayal of the weaker 

female character with an impractical wardrobe. This is perhaps a result of the narrative, in which she 

is not only taken under the wing of Toy to a certain degree, but also in which the reader becomes 

privy to the significance of her actions in saving the King Rat of which she herself is unaware, 

enjoying a privileged hierarchical relationship that contrasts to their situation in media res in the first 

book, which editors also objected to. Moore later self-reflexively acknowledged these problematic 

contradictions in his section of the ‘Tharg’s Head Revisited’ parody. In the bottom panel he himself is 

shown asking Gibson if he is holding the artwork to the unrealised Book Four, to which the artist 

replies ‘No! This is Page Three’, referring to the topless photographs of glamour models in The Sun. 

However, while Moore and Gibson may have admitted failing to escape the sexist paradigms for 



representing female characters entirely in Halo Jones, an important reminder of just how far they 

did is evident if you compare their work to the covers produced for the American reprinting of the 

series. 

Alan Moore (w) Ian G ibs on (a) Q. T werk (l) ‘Tharg’s  Head R evis ited’, 2000AD 
P rog 500 (13th December 1986) p. 32

 

 

Although the second book forms much less of a cohesive narrative whole than the first, it did 

attempt to deal with the key radical feminist issues of rape and violence against women, when Halo 



is attacked by the robot dog Toby, after she finds out that he actually has a psychotic sexual 

obsession with her. As well as being a interesting commentary on earlier relationships between 

female comics characters and their pets, particularly the decidedly odd relationship between 

Supergirl and Comet the Superhorse, these episodes address the brutality of male sexual violence in 

a way that doesn’t make the female character helpless or imply that she is actually a willing victim – 

Halo fights back, significantly using the robotic arm that Toy practices arm wrestling on. She is 

ultimately saved by her roommates Toy and Glyph. The portrayal of violence against women, and 

particularly rape, occurs frequently in Moore’s works, and while many view it as a critique of existing 

gender relations, there has been some criticism of Moore using sexual assault as a narrative 

motivator or depicting it voyeuristically, particularly in The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen and 

Batman: The Killing Joke. This again highlights the contradictions inherent in the representation of 

women, particularly the tension between the desire to conceive and construct a world where 

women are not treated as targets for sexual abuse, and recognition of the violent reality of women’s 

oppression. 

 



The fact that Halo is helped by her roommates also highlights the implicit critique of the 

family found in the strip. Halo is not part of a traditional nuclear family but alternative kinship 

structures of predominantly female mutual support. The demotion of male characters to secondary 

and incidental roles in some ways mirrors radical feminist aspirations of creating completely 

separate female cultural and social formations, as part of their critique of masculinity and the family, 

which extended in the late 1970s to the advocation of political lesbianism. However, the second 

book also undermined certain idealised feminist conceptualisations of sisterhood with the character 

of Glyph, who has artificially changed sex so many times it doesn’t know which gender it is anymore. 

As a result, it has become completely desocialised and is ignored by everyone including Halo who it 

sacrifices its life to save. Halo and Toy’s neglect of Glyph contradicts ideas of the superiority of 

female collectivity, as their relationships are still circumscribed by gender as a social marker. 

However, although Glyph has ‘slipped beneath the threshold of human awareness’ in the story, the 

reader can always see it, distancing them from the depicted scenarios in a way that allows a critical 

awareness of how the other characters’ interactions are so contingent on the performance of 

gender roles. Unable to stabilise it as belonging to a particular gender themselves, the reader may 

feel compelled to assign one all the same (I always read Glyph as female), revealing the arbitrariness 

of causal connections between gender and sex. Glyph’s very name emphasises that it in fact it is 

merely a pictograph, a combination of lines on paper, and crucially so are the other characters to 

whom we so easily ascribe a referent of male or female/ masculine or feminine. Thus Glyph crucially 

not only stands as a critique of the social construction of gender (and the supposed fixity of 

biological sex) but a self-reflexive commentary on its cultural presentation and the problem of 

escaping a highly gendered semiotics. 



 

The third book of the series continued to engage with this critique of biological determinism, 

reflecting debates within the feminist movement. Where equal rights feminists were accused of 

exhorting women to emulate undesirable masculine and patriarchal behaviour by critiquing 

dominant notions of femininity, some feminists on the other side of the equality versus difference 

debate were accused of celebrating alternative ‘feminine’ values in an essentialist way. Such 

idealisations of women often focused on notions that they were inherently nurturing, maternal, 

empathetic and peaceable, as in the philosophy expressed by Marston in Wonder Woman. The idea 

that women were naturally pacifist became central to discourse around the women-only peace 

camp at Greenham Common, the proposed base for the new nuclear Cruise missiles, which began in 

1981. The arguments made for necessary connections between feminism and antimilitarism ranged 

from maternalist ideas that women as mothers suffered foremost from war and were therefore 

instinctively against it, to radical feminist ideas that linked military aggression to domestic and sexual 

violence as a purely male preserve. Although there was great support for the camp from the feminist 

movement, many feminists distrusted its construction of femininity. Spare Rib argued, for example, 

that ‘the elevation of the “feminine” – mothering, nurturing, family-orientated – into a ‘natural’ 



force for peace appears neither historically correct nor particularly feminist’, and its readers asserted 

that the ‘symbols of life’ that were attached to the fence at the base, were actually the symbols of 

women’s oppression – nappies, recipes and tampons. 

  

The third and actually final book of ‘The Ballad of Halo Jones’ engaged in this debate directly, 

dealing as it did with the common 2000AD topic of ‘future war’. Following the general aims of the 

strip to challenge prevalent representations of women in comics, Moore and Gibson also intended 

to transcend conventional depictions of war. Moore wanted to emulate the realistic portrayal of 

armed combat in all its atrocity that had distinguished Pat Mills and Joe Colquhoun’s ‘Charley’s War’ 

strip in Battle, but transferred into a futuristic context in which the horrors would be magnified. 

Once again facing prolonged unemployment, Halo enlists in the army which promises good pay, new 

skills, travel and adventure. In fact, she becomes embroiled in an imperialist war waged by Earth in 

order to gain access to valuable minerals that could relieve the economy’s reliance on exporting 

water. Halo witnesses racism, abuse of civilians, and the brutal killing of child resistance fighters. She 

is ultimately an accessory to horrific war crimes, having saved the Rat King on the Clara Pandy which 

is used for the illegal prosecution of ‘rat war’, the destruction of the whole population of planets 

through the spread of fatal disease. Importantly, the majority of the armed forces, as well as the 



resistance fighters they face, are female, the only male character being the general Luis Cannibal, 

whom Halo kills in the last episode. Moore asserts that the depiction of a conflict in which the 

majority of both the killers and the killed are women was intended as a means of overcoming the 

readerships’ desensitisation to violence, ‘I imagined that a readership to whom the sight of brave 

men being cut down under fire had become commonplace, might perhaps be more affected by the 

prospect of frightened women being crushed into viscous red puddles because of its comparative 

rarity in the field of war comics’. This is itself interesting in relation to the criticism of Moore’s 

depiction of violence against women – suggesting a broader critique of the representation of male-

on-male violence in comics as something the reader has become inured to but should find equally 

repellent (there are sly digs in the comic at macho films like Rambo). Crucially, although readers 

might be familiar with ultra-violent female superheroes, it was the strip’s relation of the day-to-day 

experiences of ordinary soldiers, engaging in short, chaotic bouts of fighting interspersed with long 

periods in barracks, and with no control over the overarching strategic prosecution of the war, that 

marked it out from many other comics. This was particularly evident with the section dealing with 

combat on the planet of Moab, that had much stronger gravity than Earth. Engaging with theoretical 

physics in order to give the strip a sense of realism, Moore and Gibson played on comics’ spatial 

representation of time to surmise that in the stronger gravity of ‘The Crush’ battlefield, at a distance 

objects would appear to be at a stand-still. Thus the way in which the reader experiences the 

violence, in a sequence of static images, was aligned with the experience of the fighters themselves. 

This was amplified by the fact that the reader shared their sense of confusion, as all the characters 

appear the same in their anti-gravity suits. The impression of oppressive downward pressure was 

also accentuated by Gibson’s use of long horizontal panels. The different atmosphere of Moab 

created temporal distortions that meant that minutes of fighting in The Crush actually amounted to 

days of real time in the base, and ultimately meant that Halo and her comrades only found out that 

the war had ended weeks after the fact. The senselessness of the conflict was thus magnified, in a 



narrative which drew strongly from existing critiques of war in post-Vietnam SF, particularly Joe 

Haldeman’s 1975 novel, The Forever War. 

  

However, it is the depiction of the effects of warfare on the female combatant that is the 

most important theme interrogated in this book, which was longer than the preceding books, 

comprised of fifteen episodes, allowing for greater characterisation, emotional depth and impact. 

The reader follows Halo from initial training, first experience of combat, rejection of the army 

following Toy’s death, re-enlistment, to her ultimate rejection of soldiery following her murder of 

Cannibal and escape in his spaceship. In the course of this narrative they witness the increasing 

brutalisation of Halo as a result of her experiences, as she becomes more and more like the 

character Life Sentence, who wears a necklace made of the ears of the victims she mutilates, and 

who finally kills herself in despair at the war’s cessation. This is clearest in the episode in which Halo 

leaves the army following Toy’s death: unemployed, homeless and traumatised she deliberately 

disfigures herself, cutting off her hair with a blunt knife. Ultimately, after she finds herself 

nonchalantly pointing a gun at a young girl and contemplating firing it, she has to re-enlist with 

nowhere else to go. Such a vision of the brutality exacted by and upon women soldiers stands as a 

refutation of any idea that women are naturally more peaceful than men, squarely placing the 

responsibility for the horror of warfare at the hands of the military leaders and imperialist 

governments that oversee and require its execution. Crucially, as part of the anti-war and anti-

imperialist aspects of the strip, Moore and Gibson showed the female resistance fighters being 

Othered in army propaganda, infantilised and demonised in a way that strongly aligned patriarchal 

and colonialist attitudes. 



  

Despite certain contradictions, ‘The Ballad of Halo Jones’ represented an insightful 

engagement with many of the issues and debates central to contemporary feminist theory and 

practice, as well as contesting conventional representations of female characters in mainstream 

Anglophone comics at the time. The character of Halo particularly resonated with female readers, 

who asserted ‘she’s the best female character ever to emerge from your script robots electrodes’.  

She went on to become something of a pop culture icon, inspiring a stage adaptation that debuted 

at the Edinburgh fringe in 1987, and several bands including Transvision Vamp, whose song ‘Hanging 

Out With Halo Jones’ attested to her feminist credentials with the lyric ‘we’re heading out to 

independence’. More importantly, the strip intervened in a wider debate about the role of women in 

comics which took place within fandom in the mid-1980s, and subsequently moved further into the 

public sphere with features on the subject in the national press.  Halo was followed by other 

significant female characters particularly in alternative and small-press comics, such as Tank Girl and 

Beryl the Bitch in Deadline. Crucially, these non-mainstream contexts also featured a greater number 

of women creators, particularly the zine scene focused around the Riot Grrl movement. 

 



Moreover, thinking about Halo Jones in relation to feminism reminds us of the intensity of 

the debates within the women’s liberation movement over a number of issues and between a range 

of political positions which makes clear cut distinctions between second- and third-wave 

problematic. For today’s activists it is important not to conceive of feminism as monolithic, 

homogenous or fixed, but as a form of struggle which must remember its past (at least so as not to 

repeat its mistakes) but which must also continue to question its own assumptions, theoretical basis 

and organisational forms. Too much mainstream rhetoric about feminism (particularly in the media) 

focuses on what it means to be a feminist, a static individualist ontology easily recuperated into 

capitalist consumption and competitive, hierarchical and authoritarian ideology. Feminism is far 

more dangerous as a collective and self-critical political practice. 

 

 

 

 


